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Abstract, Argon and xenon plasmae W'l!re produced by electron 

cyclotron resonance in the W IIa stellarator.Densitiea ranged 

from 3 . 10
8 

to 2 ' l Ol l cm-J and electron temperatures fcOI1I 4 to 

12 eV. The confinement time wa s e5timated to be five to ten 

times the Bohm time. The general features of the density versus 

rotational transform curves were .imilsr to those observed with 

Da""l",,, pl"sm<1B produced by cont .. ,,!; io"l",,,tion except tor some 

cases ",ith xenon. 

The confinement of contact ionized barium plasmas in the W 11 

stellarator has been interpreted a a approaching the clasaical 

collisional limit for axisymmetric fully ionizad plasmas and 

exceeds the Bohill value by about two orders of magnitude [11 . 
The present paper dCSClOibes prelifw,inary experimel'!ts with I'!oble 

gas plaSlJlas gel'!erlted by low power elec·trol'! cyclotrol'! resooance. 

~he aim of these experiments was to get an estimate of plasma 

confinement at higher electlOon temperatures and hence longer 

elect ron mean free paths than those in contact ionized balOiw. 

plasmas and to see whether or not the sudden decreases in 

density for particular values of the rotational transform 

observed in barium plasmas were related to the presence of the 

solid plasma lource and its supports.Wendellltein IIa is a 

circular stellarator wi th major di~ter 2Ro-l D and plasma 

di_eter 2ro - 10 em . It has continuously wound e. 2 helical 

windings which produce a nearly shear-free stabilizing field . 

Technical detaih have been given ehewhere [ 11.11"1 our e xperin:errt:a 

the mic rowave power was radiated from an open X band wave-guide 

which is flush wit.h the inner surface of the vacuum vessel. 
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Various magnetrons and klystrons with frequencies around 9.8, 

13.3, and 15.7 GBz were used with output p~rs ranging fra. 

the minimum value required of 20 to 40 mvatts up to 7 watts. 

The aagnetic field strengths for resonance are 3.28,4.74, and 

5.5 kG.For these values the main magnetic (ield and the bl!li.c al 

windings could be operated in a steady s tate up to values of 

t - ~/2l'1'of about 0 .6.0perating pressures of argon and xenon 

ranged from 10-6to 10-4torr.The blse pressure was usually a few 

tJ..a.es 10-7torr . Plasma density and electron teaperatuJ."O!! _re 

ae.uured using cylindrical Lan~ui.r probes with tips ~ long 

and 0 .1 _ thick .The probes could be aoved in radial direction_ 

The probe data _re eva luated using the theory tor infinitely 

long cylindrical probes by Lafr amboise [2] . Tbe JIIicrowave pooer 

could also be switched off suddenly in order to observe the 

aubsequent decsy in particle density by means of the probes. 

Depending on neutral gas pressure and microwave power,the 

pe:x particl~lde~;ity neo attained value s between a few times 

10 and 2 · 10 cm . Tbe electron temperature ranged from 4 to 

12 eV. The degree of ionization thus varied between 10-4 and 

0 .6. Rough measurements of the space potential in a few ca ses 

indicatad that tha plasma wa a chsrgod posit ively which implie~ 

that · the electrons have a higher intrinsic loss rate. As 

indicated from the time decay in the afterglow, the mean plasma 

life tUne was of the o rder of millisecoods.This time is short 

compared to the time of equipartition between electrons and 

ions .Moreover,the ions are strongly coupled to the neutral 

atoms via resonant charge exchange collisions.The ion 

temperature, therefore, is practically equal to the neutral 

gas temperature. 

The question ot p l asma confinement wa s studied by computing 

the mean particle life time '1", for a number of steady state 

discharges in argon, where TiB the ratio o f the total particle 

nwnber N, and the plOoduct ion rate N. The rate coefficients 

have been taken asswn ing Maxwallian distribution of electron 

energies . ThiB a sswnption is questionable for lower electron 

densitie s since the electron-electron collision times are too 

long . On the other hand, one can estimate the total product:ir;n. 
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rate from the microwave pO\ol8r absorbed and the energy required 

to p~oduce and to heat an electron to the observ~d temperatures. 

Taking the latter energy equa l to 50 eV and asswning that .!Ill 

the power entering the discharge tube (i . e . about half the 

output power, w) is absorbed, the two estimates fOIO the 

production rate agree reasonably well as seel'! from the Table 

below. (The lower nlllllOel'B "if refer to the ;U-pOlo'<!r estimates.) 

The mean particle life times are given in the same Table. The 

plasma decay tiroes were usually found to De somewhat higher. A 

proper interpretation of these decay tiroes which alOe taken from 

the 10n saturat ion current t r aces lOequires a determination of 

To during the afte lOglow wh i ch has not been done. From the plaana 

life time an effective d1ffUSlon coefflcient is deduced, 

Deff'" (ro/2 .412f T. This value is compared with various 

theoretical e"timates. The Pfusch-Schlilter value,Dps ' is by far 

too l>IIIal.l to account for t h e observed life tUnes . Next ...e 

computed the value s,D~, (at max. Te and ne) from the theory of 

Kovrizhnikh [3] for weakly and strongly ionized aXl symme t r ic 

plaSlllall which takes the self-consistent radial electric field 

into account. (The nUllLDers in brackets refer to the re spec:tive 

values for oath weakly and strongly ionized plasmas as neither 

of the criter ia given by Kovriz.hnikh strictly apply to these 

discharge conditionsl. The coef~icien t D~t from Kovrizhnikh 

for an e _ 2 stellarator, which should reflect the influence 

of particles trapped in the helical mirrots, is given next. 

~inally, we quote the values of the Bohm diffusion coefficient 

DB ' Except for the case with high neutral pressure the effec·· 

tive diffusion coefficien ta range betveen D~ and DB ' .As the 

electron temperature decreases radially outwards and D~ depends 

stronger nn electron temperature than DB ' the departure flOom 

the Kovr iz.hnikh value becomes still lIIore pronounced . For 

discharge. with higher CIIicrowave flOequenc ies and corresponcii.n9l:Y 

higher lIIagnetic field" the peak densities become somewhat 

higher at the same power level. 

The plasmaa in our ECR discharges exhibit relative density 

fluctuations generally of the order of 10 t.o 20 %.Measur=ents 

with the spect~ analy~er indicate strong activity in the 

fr e quency ra.nge of the drift waves which ia not .IIurprising s.in:E 

the e .. 2 helical wl.Odings produce only wea); shear. 
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The dependence of the part icle density on rotational tran sform 

l in argon was found quite similar to that observed in contact 

ionir.ed bariWII pIa_as . .An analogous pattern is observed with 

the annular grid-plate pal'ticle detector which encloses the 

plasma and .easures part of the radially out"tre~ing particle 

flu x. Th il indicate s that at the particular values of t the 

tot.al plasma production rate is lOeduced. At higher pressures 

an", microwave power levels the density deC l'ease" oecOllle .leSI 

pronounced. With high e nough power it is possible to maintain 

tbe discharge at all values of { In contrast to these results 

.... found a different aehaviour in XenOn for a wide range of 

discharge parameters. Superimposed to the general appealOanCe 

of broad minima there are pronounced density peaks at rationa l 

values of -t 
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